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It can be difficult to determine whether a prohibition to exploitation ensures

effective conservation or recovery for species that remain exposed to fishing effort

and other sources of mortality throughout their range. Here we used simulation

modeling of four life history scenarios (different productivity and population size) to

contextualize potential population response to multiple levels of mortality, using

white sharks (Carcharodon carcharias) in South Africa as a case study. The species

has been protected since 1991, yet substantial uncertainty about population

dynamics persists and recent declines at two aggregation sites have renewed

conservation concern. All scenarios indicated that annual removals in the 10s of

individuals would substantially limit the potential for and magnitude of any

abundance increase following prohibition. Because average known removals

from the KwaZulu-Natal Sharks Board’s Bather Protection Program have

typically remained higher than these thresholds, they likely eliminated much of

the conservation benefit derived from prohibition. The only life history scenario to

achieve appreciable increase when simulated removals were similar to published

averages assumed maturation occurred at a much younger age than currently

understood. Our results demonstrate why general application of life history-based

simulations can provide a useful mechanism to evaluate the biological plausibility

of life history information and abundance trends, and to explore the scope for

population response to recovery actions. For South Africa, our results suggest that

even known levels of white shark removals, which likely underestimate total

removals within their range, may be sufficient to drive abundance decline and

new mitigation measures may be required to ensure population recovery.

KEYWORDS

life history, threats, shark conservation, recovery ability, white shark (Carcharodon
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1 Introduction

There is widespread acceptance that conservation decision-

making should not be delayed because of scientific uncertainty.

However, for individual populations of conservation concern,

identifying the appropriate threats for mitigation often relies on

having abundance information or changes in abundance over

time coupled with an understanding of the magnitude of

mortality arising from specific sources (e.g., Lawler et al.,

2002). For pelagic sharks in particular, there are few ways to

monitor population abundance, evaluate mortality or predict

status, especially once a population is at risk and becomes

protected from exploitation (Jorgensen et al., 2022). Given that

overfishing is considered a universal threat, science-based limits

to exploitation are urgently needed at a global scale to minimize

mortality for at-risk species (Dulvy et al., 2014; Dulvy et al.,

2021). Yet in situations where strong landings prohibitions

already exist, it becomes difficult to assess whether current

conservation measures are effective, or additional protections

are warranted from sparse and often contradictory data.

Effective management relies on a good understanding of

the relative risks and potential benefits of different regulatory

strategies, or in the absence of clear data, a precautionary

approach can be applied. Developing concrete recommendations

relies on having science advice that is presented in tangible and

easily understood metrics to facilitate decision-making (e.g., Fausch

et al., 2002). In an ideal scenario, abundance of an at-risk population

would be known and could be directly compared to the magnitude

of total mortality arising from different sources to develop targeted

mitigation strategies. However, current complications in achieving

this for at-risk sharks typically include: (1) poorly quantified

incidental mortalities from suspected bycatch in commercial,

artisanal and recreational fisheries, owing to a general lack of

reported interactions (Oliver et al., 2015), (2) uncertainty in

regional or population-level abundance, with little opportunity for

fishery-independent monitoring (Kuhnert et al., 2011), (3) a

potential mis-match between a population’s distribution and the

management unit, which can influence the representativeness of

monitoring (Cadrin, 2020), and (4) uncertainty in the population’s

capacity for increase, owing to data limitations or characteristics

affecting our understanding of life history and productivity

(Jorgensen et al., 2022).

Ideally, targeted non-lethal research will address each of

these deficiencies for at-risk sharks (e.g., Hammerschlag and

Sulikowski, 2011) such that the underlying dynamics of

individual populations can be appropriately characterized. This

would enable future quantitative predictions of status and

response to threats for individual populations within a

Population Viability Analysis (PVA; e.g., Morris and Doak,

2002; Dulvy et al., 2004). In the interim, the expected

outcomes of different scenarios can be assessed through more

general simulation modeling, which contextualizes the scope for

population response under varying assumptions. This is more
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similar to sensitivity analyses undertaken during stock

assessment (e.g., Hilborn, 2003) or to the development of

multiple operating models during Management Strategy

Evaluation (e.g., Punt et al., 2016). Both explore the

implications of different data inputs and/or alternate

population dynamics on predicted status of a particular stock

or population to determine the robustness of advice. While it

does not necessarily describe the ‘true’ state of the system, it

allows a better understanding of risk for precautionary

management and provides guidance on appropriate actions

once empirical data become available.

Our approach used information on life history and available

abundance estimates to explore the scope for population

increase following protection from exploitation and to

demonstrate potential future implications of various levels of

removals. To put the work in a real-world context, we

parameterized our models using data from white sharks

(Carcharodon carcharias) in South Africa. We simulated four

life history scenarios, giving insight into the conditions

associated with recovery potential. We interpreted our

simulation results using published mortality values for white

sharks occurring in the KwaZulu-Natal Sharks Board’s (KZNSB)

Bather Protection Program to determine the potential for and

likely magnitude of any abundance increase following

prohibition, and to assess how abundance may change in the

future. Our results demonstrate the specific challenges associated

with white shark conservation in South Africa, and suggest that

mitigation measures in addition to prohibition may be required

to ensure functional protection. If applied more broadly, similar

analyses may be useful to contextualize risk and facilitate

recovery planning for other at-risk shark species affected by

ongoing mortality from multiple sources.
2 Methods

2.1 Case study

The dramatic decline of white shark (Carcharodon

carcharias) at two aggregation sites in southern African waters

where they were historically abundant has prompted substantial

recent conservation concern (e.g., Hammerschlag et al., 2019,

2022; Towner et al., 2022). White sharks were encountered

frequently in Gansbaai and False Bay, supporting valuable

ecotourism operations based on sightings (Johnson and Kock,

2006). A change point occurred in 2015 at Seal Island in False

Bay, with strong declines in predation rates of Cape fur seals

(Arctocephalus pusillus pusillus) as well as in white shark

sightings per hour (2022; Hammerschlag et al., 2019) in the

years that followed. Similarly, the decline in white shark

sightings has substantially accelerated since 2017 in Gansbaai

(Micarelli et al., 2021; Towner et al., 2022).
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It is not immediately apparent if these recent declines at local

aggregation sites represent regional changes in abundance, or if

they are primarily related to changes in distribution for white

shark in southern Africa. Increased conservation concern would

only be warranted in the former scenario. There is no data to

suggest that mortality has substantially increased either

regionally or locally, beyond five documented predation events

by transient killer whales (Orcinus orca) in Gansbaai (Towner

et al., 2022). Substantial ecological changes in community

structure were coincident with white shark declines: broadnose

sevengill sharks (Notorynchus cepedianus) increased in

abundance and shifted distribution in False Bay (2022;

Hammerschlag et al., 2019), while bronze whaler sharks

(Carcharhinus brachyurus) replaced white shark as the

predominant predator in Gansbaai (Towner et al., 2022).

However, these changes may simply reflect large-scale

redistribution of white sharks, given that their presence is

putatively increasing within the Eastern Cape in the last 5

years, particularly within Algoa Bay (DFFE, 2020).

White sharks were preemptively protected from exploitation

in South Africa in 1991 even though their population size and

status at that time were largely unknown (Compagno, 1991; Cliff

et al., 1996). Since then, ongoing mortality have been occurring

from the beach protection programs along the KwaZulu-Natal

coastline (Cliff and Dudley, 2011), in recreational and

subsistence fisheries along southern Africa’s coastlines, as well

as in commercial fisheries (Kock et al., 2022). To our knowledge,

an annual time series of catches and mortalities of white shark

from the KZNSB program has yet to be published. Kock et al.,

2022 cites a total of 1317 white shark captures between 1978 and

2018 where 209 (16%) were released alive, which would suggest

average mortalities of 28 animals per year. Cliff and Dudley

(2011) excluded the early part of the time series (when white

sharks were killed when captured) and calculated average values

of 33 animals (SD = 12.3) in the 1990s, and 25 animals (SD = 7.8)

in the 2000s with 15% and 10%, respectively, released alive. This

suggests that mortality was 28 animals per year (SD = 18-38) in

the 1990s and 23 animals per year (15-30) in the 2000s from the

netting component. Beginning in 2007, nets were partially

replaced with drumlines (2018; Cliff and Dudley, 2011; Dicken

et al., 2016) and removals were estimated at 6 animals per year

(SD = 5-8) from 2007-2010 (Cliff and Dudley, 2011).

Collectively, these analyses suggest that total mortality from

the KZNSB program would have been in the range of 20-40

animals per year from 1991 onwards, and that removals have

remained relatively constant through time. Similar consistency

was suggested by the catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) index derived

from the program, where there was no systematic trend between

1978 and 2003 (Dudley and Simpfendorfer, 2006). Other sources

of removals remain poorly quantified. Reported white shark

mortality from bycatch in demersal longline fisheries targeting

sharks has been negligible, yet unreported mortality is certainly

possible given that white shark in the Southern Indian Ocean
Frontiers in Conservation Science 03
inhabit areas with a high risk of fisheries interactions (da Silva

et al., 2015; Queiroz et al., 2019).

Current complications for on-going management of white

sharks in South Africa include: (1) a lack of reported interactions

leading to poorly quantified incidental mortalities from

suspected bycatch in commercial, artisanal and recreational

fisheries along the southern African coastline (da Silva et al.,

2015), (2) the relatively unknown impact of ongoing mortality

from the early 1990s to present from the KZNSB Bather

Protection Program (Cliff and Dudley, 2011; Kock et al.,

2022), (3) uncertainty in regional abundance, with location-

specific estimates ranging from ~350 to > 2000 animals (Cliff

et al., 1996; Ryklief, 2012; Towner et al., 2013; Hewitt, 2014;

Andreotti et al., 2016), and (4) apparently divergent trends in

abundance suggested by recent monitoring from different

locations (c.f. 2022; Hammerschlag et al., 2019; and DFFE,

2020). Depending on the information source, white sharks

could be considered extremely rare in southern Africa and to

be rapidly decreasing in abundance, or could be considered

relatively abundant and stable. Unreported bycatch may be high

or low, leading to cumulative removals or mortality having little

effect on productivity and conservation status or having

potentially large impacts. Precautionary management would be

facilitated by the answers to several questions, including: (1) is it

likely that abundance of white sharks in southern Africa has

substantially increased following prohibition in 1991? (2) is it

likely that ongoing removals have negligible effects on

productivity? And (3) what level of removals might be too

high and thus concerning if observed in South Africa?
2.2 Simulation approach

We adapted the simulation model described in Bowlby and

Gibson (2020) to characterize productivity and predict how

varying levels of incidental mortality may influence abundance

trends. The first component of this model is a life table analysis

describing population productivity, which was used to

determine the intrinsic rate of population growth (r) from

demographic information (Mollet and Cailliet, 2002; Cortés,

2016). The second component of the model used population

projections relative to different levels of removals to demonstrate

the population ’s capacity for increase and to assess

extinction risk.

2.2.1 Population productivity
We derived the intrinsic rate of population growth (r) from

the Euler-Lotka equation (McAllister et al., 2001), which is a

density-independent model of the maximum rate a population

can increase from a severely depleted population size. This is

equivalent to the maximum rate of population growth (rmax )

from a density-dependent model for a depleted population
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(McAllister et al., 2001; Gedamke et al., 2007). It is calculated

from age-specific survival rates (lx ) and reproductive output of

females (mx ) over their lifespan:

1 = oA

x=0
e−rxmxlx (1)

Survival to each age (i) is calculated from instantaneous

natural (M) and fishing (F) mortality:

lx =
Yx−1

i=0
e− Mi+Fið Þ (2)

Here, we consider F to represent removals due to incidental

human-caused mortality rather than directed fishing mortality.

This would include any mortality from bycatch in fisheries off

the southern African coast (da Silva et al., 2015; Kock et al.,

2022) and mortalities from the KZNSB program (Cliff and

Dudley, 2011).

Differences in selectivity over ontogeny are expected for

white shark, with juveniles being more susceptible to incidental

capture by fisheries (Dewar et al., 2013; Queiroz et al., 2019).

From the beach protection program in KZN, no mature females

and extremely few adult males were caught from 1978 to 2003

(Dudley and Simpfendorfer, 2006). Captures of adult females

from Australia and New Zealand as well as along the

southeastern coast of Africa have been documented

infrequently from various fisheries (Francis, 1998; Cliff et al.,

2000). Other human-caused mortality on adults may also come

from long-term exposure and bioaccumulation of pollutants,

although impacts on fecundity and longevity have yet to be

determined (Huveneers et al., 2018). While the available data are

not sufficient to estimate selectivity by age and thus F by age, we

allowed for stage-specific differences over ontogeny by assuming

that animals age 1 and older were vulnerable to capture, that F

was constant for all juvenile ages (e.g. age 1 to age at maturity),

and that F on adults (age at maturity to maximum age) dropped

to 25% of the rate affecting juveniles. This makes the biological

assumption that human-caused mortality on adults is not zero,

but is much lower than the instantaneous rate experienced by

juveniles. Exploration of alternate assumptions for adults (with F

ranging from half (50%) of the rate experienced by juveniles to

zero) led to minor differences in the predicted trajectories but

did not change overall conclusions. Concentrating fishing

pressure on juveniles leads to lower survival at age and thus

reduced total reproductive output in the simulations. Given that

the white shark population in the southwestern Indian Ocean is

concentrated off South Africa (Bonfil et al., 2005; Kock et al.,

2022), we consider the population to be closed and do not

attempt to estimate immigration or emigration rates.

We originally used information on longevity of white sharks

in the southwestern Indian Ocean (Christiansen et al., 2016)

when calculating productivity. However, the estimated

maximum age (38-40) and age at maturity for females (30)

gave a negative value for r (-0.04). If females mature so late, they
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must live longer to ensure productivity is high enough that the

population will not go deterministically extinct. Christiansen

et al. (2016) identified two limitations that could lead to

underestimated longevity for females: the scarcity of animals >

400 cm fork length and the use of combined data frommales and

females in the growth model. Comparatively, a mature female of

very similar size in the growth model for the Northwest Atlantic

led to a similar age at maturity estimate (33 years; Natanson and

Skomal, 2015). Even though bomb radiocarbon was used for

validation in both studies, the population in the Northwest

Atlantic was predicted to have much greater longevity (~70

years), yet attain a smaller theoretical maximum size (c.f. 466.82

and 496.77 cm). We consider it likely that the maximum

validated age for white sharks in the southwestern Indian

Ocean underestimated longevity, so we used the value from

the Northwest Atlantic in the simulations.

Similar to F, survival rates are expected to change over

ontogeny, with juveniles experiencing higher mortality than

adults (Benson et al., 2018; Dureuil et al., 2021). Therefore, we

approximated natural mortality rates (M) from the longevity

data based on two new estimators derived specifically for

elasmobranchs: ‘Estimator Tmax’ and ‘Estimator Lta’ (Dureuil

et al., 2021). This allowed for stage-specific rates of M for

juveniles and adults when calculating survival at age. Estimator

Tmax gives an estimate of adult mortality based on maximum age

(A):

MAdult = e 1:551−1:066lnA½ � (3)

Juveniles represented all animals below female age at

maturity and we derived mortality using the associated

Estimator Lta:
Mjuvenile  =  MAdult

Lta
L

(4)

where the reference age (ta ) was half of maximum age

(longevity) and the length corresponding to half maximum age

(Lta ) came from a growth function (Dureuil et al., 2021).

Interestingly, the inflection point after which growth was

asymptotic in a Schnute general model for white sharks

was ~35 years at a size of ~450 cm, where maximum age was

suggested to be ~70 and length at birth ~150 cm (Natanson and

Skomal, 2015). Given the previously identified uncertainty in

length at age for white shark in southern Africa, we used average

juvenile length (300 cm) to represent L and 450 cm to represent

Lta when deriving the juvenile mortality rate from Equation 4.

For reproduction, litter size and the sex ratio at birth gave the

expected number of female pups per reproductive event, and

female age at maturity and gestation period determined the

number of reproductive events (Table 1). Recognizing that life

history parameters are uncertain for white sharks (Bruce, 2008;

Huveneers et al., 2018), we allowed for variability in all vital rates

by Monte Carlo sampling within minimum and maximum

bounds for each parameter (Caswell et al., 1998; Cortés, 2002;

Dans et al., 2003; Bowlby and Gibson, 2020) to generate a
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distribution for r. Rates of adult and juvenile M were calculated

directly from each randomly-drawn value for longevity to

ensure compatibility.

From the life table analyses described above, we calculated a

limit reference point called Fcrit , which was estimated by finding

the value of F (Equation 2) such that the net reproductive rate

equals 1:

1 = oA

x=0
mxlx (5)

This metric represents the level of removals or incidental

mortality that would equal the population’s annual potential for

growth, such that abundance cannot change and population size

remains constant (Campana et al., 2008). Incidental mortality in

excess of Fcrit would cause the population to go deterministically

extinct. The size of the population required to produce a level of

recruitment that equals the number of removals at Fcrit is

defined as Ncrit :

Ncrit =
removals

1 − exp −Fcritð Þ
oA

x=0
lx

o1

x=0
lx

(6)

The second term corrects for the proportion of the

population subject to incidental mortality, which could occur

from age 1 onwards. This represents the total number of

individuals that would be required to support removals at Fcrit
(Campana et al., 2008).

2.2.2 Abundance trends and extinction risk
The simulation used a simple exponential model to project

backwards from the terminal year to calculate abundance in the

previous year (Nt−1 ) as a function of r, abundance in the current

year (Nt ), and removals:

Nt = Nt−1e
r − removals (7)

Note that when Nt−1 Nt abundance is declining, which

means that a given level of removals is greater than annual

population growth via recruitment. We considered the terminal

year to be 2017, to avoid the inclusion of years characterized by

substantia l changes in the monitoring time series

(Hammerschlag et al., 2019; Hammerschlag et al., 2022;

Towner et al., 2022). We evaluated 11 hypothetical levels of
Frontiers in Conservation Science 05
removals using the backwards projections, ranging from 1 to 100

animals per year. While known removals seem to be in the

vicinity of 20-40 individuals per year, we evaluated higher levels

to explore the potential implications of different magnitudes of

unreported bycatch. The lower levels could give goals for

management to aspire to, depending on how they influence

the abundance trajectory. For reference, we also incorporated a

zero removals scenario (F = 0) to determine the maximum

potential rate of increase for the population following

conservation protection in 1991. While not realistic because of

known ongoing mortality, the zero removals scenario gives the

upper limit to abundance increase based on life history

characteristics alone. If historical and current removals

become known with high certainty (i.e. the annual time series

of white shark mortalities from the bather protection program

can be added with annual estimates of bycatch), there would be

the potential to account for annual variability in removals to

increase biological plausibility of the backward projections. This

would allow greater certainty in how white shark abundance

changed following prohibition in 1991, and how much historical

mortality would be expected to influence future capacity for

population growth.

From the terminal year, we also projected the population

forwards using an exponential model to evaluate extinction risk

under the same levels of removals. In the forward projections,

the assumed level of historical removals reduced the

population’s capacity for increase (r) by reducing survival at

age (as in Equation 2). Future removals affected the abundance

trajectory (Nt , as in Equation 5). A low level of environmental

variability effecting annual population growth was incorporated

through autocorrelated deviates on r, as in Bowlby and Gibson

(2020). This increased the biological realism of the forwards

projections by allowing the population growth rate to vary

slightly from year to year.
2.2.3 Scenarios
In the parameterization of the life history simulations, we

generated four life history scenarios to capture the main sources

of uncertainty relating to white shark longevity and age at

maturity, as well as abundance in the terminal year. These

four simulated scenarios included: (1) Longer Lifespan, (2)
TABLE 1 Population vital rates used in the life table analyses to calculate the intrinsic rate of population growth (r) for South African white shark.
.

Range for MC sampling

Parameter Value Minimum Maximum Source

Age at maturity 30 25 35 Christiansen et al., 2016

Female litter size 5 3 7 Christiansen et al., 2014 assuming a 50:50 sex ratio

Gestation period 2.5 2 3 Dewar et al., 2013; Domeier and Nasby-Lucas, 2013

Maximum age 70 60 80 Natanson and Skomal, 2015
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Shorter Lifespan, (3) Smaller Population, and (4) Larger

Population, described below. With respect to white shark

longevity and age at maturity, age determination for sharks is

uncertain even when validated with modern techniques like

bomb radiocarbon (Cailliet, 2015). While we argued that the

estimated age at maturity from Christiansen et al. (2016) was

likely more representative than the associated longevity estimate

for female white sharks, we considered two different scenarios

for lifespan. We set longevity at 70 years and age at maturity at

30 years in the Longer Lifespan scenario and compared this to a

Shorter Lifespan scenario with a longevity of 40 years and age at

maturity of 10 years (Bowlby and Gibson, 2020).

Abundance in the terminal year (2017) must be initialized in the

projections of the simulation model to calculate population trends

relative to different levels of removals (Bowlby and Gibson, 2020;

Bowlby and Cortés, 2020). While there are several local abundance

estimates for white sharks in South Africa derived from mark-

recapture data (e.g., Cliff et al., 1996; Ryklief, 2012; Towner et al.,

2013; Hewitt, 2014; Andreotti et al., 2016), predicted population

sizes range widely, even from adjacent years (e.g. Cliff et al., 1996; c.f.

Towner et al., 2013 and Andreotti et al., 2016). A limitation of these

analyses when estimating abundance is the assumption of

homogeneous survival and capture probabilities among

individuals, even though heterogeneity arising from resident

behavior and sex or size-based population structuring is known

for white sharks in the southwestern Indian Ocean (Hewitt, 2014;

Irion et al., 2017; Hewitt et al., 2018). Because the magnitude of

estimation bias for abundance is unknown, we initialized population

size in the Longer Lifespan and Shorter Lifespan scenarios to range

between 700 and 1300 individuals, with a median of 1000. These

values are moderately larger than the most recent abundance

estimates focused on the Gansbaai aggregation site of 438

(Andreotti et al., 2016) and 908 (Towner et al., 2013) individuals.

Both of these mark-recapture studies used data up to 2011.

Due to the debate on the extent to which abundance

estimates using data from localized aggregations represent

white shark abundance throughout southern Africa (e.g. Irion

et al., 2017), we consider 1000 animals to be reasonable on the

basis of previous research. However, we also evaluated two

scenarios that allowed for a wider range. These incorporated

the life history parameters from the Longer Lifespan scenario,

given that they are likely more representative. In the Smaller

Population scenario, we initialized abundance at a median of 500

animals, which is similar to the estimate of Andreotti et al.

(2016). In the Larger Population scenario, we initialized

abundance at a median of 2000 animals, which is closer to

estimates from the 1990s in South Africa (Cliff et al., 1996) as

well as to those derived for white sharks in other populations

(Burgess et al., 2014; Hillary et al., 2018).

To describe population trends in the backwards and forwards

projections for each scenario, we summarized abundance

trajectories using lognormal regression, where the slope estimate

gives the annual population growth rate (Bowlby and Gibson,
Frontiers in Conservation Science 06
2020). To characterize relative risk to the population from various

levels of removals, we evaluated the proportion of the future

projections that were declining as well as assessed extinction risk

as the proportion of population trajectories that went below a

quasi-extinction threshold of 10 animals after one generation (53

years; Rigby et al., 2019). While we recognize that there is

considerable debate on how true extinction is measured (e.g.

Dulvy et al., 2004) and/or how minimum viable population sizes

are characterized (e.g., Traill et al., 2007), such a small population

would be unlikely to maintain reproductive output and could be

considered functionally extinct.
3 Results

Based on the life table analyses, the potential for white sharks

in southern African waters to increase in abundance is naturally

low. The intrinsic rate of population growth (r) was 0.026 (80th

percentiles = 0.010, 0.042) in the Longer Lifespan scenario and

0.076 (0.038, 0.129) in the Shorter Lifespan Scenario. Even with

the large difference in r, the expected lifetime reproductive output

from a single female was only marginally higher in the Shorter

Lifespan scenario (c.f.median values of 3.96 and 3.14). This meant

that higher survival to maturity (Shorter Lifespan) outweighed the

additional 10 years over which reproduction occurred (Longer

Lifespan) when characterizing lifetime reproductive output.

The total number of animals required to balance removals at

Fcrit (i.e. to ensure that gains from reproduction were equal to

removals) increased dramatically as removals increased (Table 2).

In the Shorter Lifespan scenario, removals of one animal per year

could be balanced by the annual reproductive output from a

median of 11 animals (80th percentiles = 7, 20), yet if removals

were 30 animals per year, this jumped to 320 animals, and so on up

to 1066 animals if removals were 100 animals per year (Table 2). In

the Longer Lifespan scenario, 33 animals (80th percentiles = 20, 84)

would balance out the removal of one white shark per year, while

982 animals would be required if removals were 30 per year,

increasing up to 3272 animals if removals were 100 per year

(Table 2). It is noteworthy that the number of animals

contributing to reproductive output needed to increase by more

than two orders of magnitude over the different levels of removals,

just to keep overall abundance constant. Because the intrinsic rate of

increase (r) is the same for the Longer Lifespan, Larger Population

and Smaller Population scenarios, it meant that the rate of

abundance increase in the absence of removals as well as

predictions of Ncrit were the same (Table 2).

After white shark were protected in South African waters,

annual removals needed to remain low in order to allow

abundance increase. If removals were zero and white shark could

increase at their theoretical maximum level, median predicted

abundance would be 2.03 times higher in 2017 as compared with

1991 in the Longer Lifespan, Larger Population and Smaller

Population scenarios, and 7.77 times higher in the Shorter
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Lifespan scenario. However, the potential for increase dropped

dramatically as removals increased under all life history scenarios.

If a single white shark was removed each year, annual population

growth estimates ranged from 2.4-7.3% among scenarios. If 10

animals were removed each year, this range dropped to 0.1-5.3%

(Figure 1; left panels). Once removals were 50 animals, median

slopes were negative in two scenarios (Longer Lifespan, Smaller

Population) and were consistently negative when removals were

100 animals per year (Figure 1; left panels). To achieve any

appreciable amount of abundance increase from 1991-2017,

removals needed to remain below 10 animals per year, except in

the Shorter Lifespan scenario where they could be as high as 30 per

year and still allow abundance to double. In addition, to have > 50%

of simulated trajectories increase in abundance from 1991 to 2017,

removals needed to be less than 30 animals per year in the Longer
Frontiers in Conservation Science 07
Lifespan scenario, less than 80 animals per year in the Shorter

Lifespan scenario, approximately 50 animals per year or less in the

Larger Population scenario and approximately 10 animals or less in

the Smaller Population scenario (Figure 2). To achieve either a high

probability of abundance increase and/or for abundance increase to

have been substantial, annual removals needed to have been very

low from 1991 onwards.

This result was the same for the future projections of the

next generation of white shark in southern Africa (Figure 1;

right panels). In particular, the Longer Lifespan and Smaller

Population scenarios were associated with substantial

probabilities of abundance decline at relatively low levels of

annual removals (Figure 3). Removals of< 40 animals per year

in the former and< 20 animals per year in the latter were

associated with > 50% of forward projections declining in
TABLE 2 The proportion of simulations that were declining and the proportion that reached the extinction threshold in the future projections
(2018-2070; one generation). The median (and 80th percentile) number of females that would be required to balance removals so that abundance
remained constant (Ncrit) is also shown for each life history scenario and removal level.

Ncrit

Scenario Removals Proportion declining Proportion extinct 10th median 90th

Longer Lifespan 0 0.026 0 0 0 0

Longer Lifespan 1 0.028 0 20 33 84

Longer Lifespan 10 0.112 0 203 327 836

Longer Lifespan 20 0.268 0 407 654 1672

Longer Lifespan 30 0.451 0 610 982 2508

Longer Lifespan 40 0.648 0 814 1309 3345

Longer Lifespan 50 0.781 0 1017 1636 4181

Longer Lifespan 60 0.873 0 1220 1963 5017

Longer Lifespan 70 0.931 0 1424 2290 5853

Longer Lifespan 80 0.967 0.001 1627 2618 6689

Longer Lifespan 90 0.984 0.001 1831 2945 7525

Longer Lifespan 100 0.991 0.004 2034 3272 8362

Shorter Lifespan 0 0 0 0 0 0

Shorter Lifespan 1 0 0 7 11 20

Shorter Lifespan 10 0.003 0 68 107 199

Shorter Lifespan 20 0.017 0 135 213 398

Shorter Lifespan 30 0.051 0 203 320 597

Shorter Lifespan 40 0.091 0 271 426 796

Shorter Lifespan 50 0.153 0 338 533 995

Shorter Lifespan 60 0.219 0.002 406 640 1194

Shorter Lifespan 70 0.292 0.002 474 746 1393

Shorter Lifespan 80 0.351 0.004 541 853 1592

Shorter Lifespan 90 0.409 0.004 609 960 1791

Shorter Lifespan 100 0.465 0.004 677 1066 1990

Larger Population 0 0.026 0 0 0 0

Larger Population 1 0.027 0 20 33 84

Larger Population 10 0.06 0 203 327 836

Larger Population 20 0.108 0 407 654 1672

(Continued)
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abundance (Table 2). At the highest level of removals

considered, abundance decline occurred in 99.1 and 100% of

simulations, respectively. Even when the majority of trajectories

were declining, the probability of extinction remained relatively

low in the Longer Lifespan scenario. This was in stark contrast

to the Smaller Population scenario, where abundance quickly

declined to the extinction threshold (10 animals) in 85.2% of

simulations at the highest level of removals (Table 2). In the

Shorter Lifespan scenario, the projections that underwent

abundance decline did so relatively rapidly, resulting in

similar extinction probabilities as in the Longer Lifespan

scenario even though a lower proportion of simulations were

in decline (Table 2). The projections were slightly more

optimistic if the population was characterized by a higher

intrinsic rate of increase (Shorter Lifespan) or if current

abundance was more than double any recent estimate (Larger

Population): if removals remained below 100 and 70 animals

per year, respectively, the majority of future projections

increased over the next generation (Table 2), yet the

magnitude of this increase would be extremely small (Figure 3).
4 Discussion

Several general considerations for the precautionary

management of at-risk sharks can be derived from this case
Frontiers in Conservation Science 08
study. First, it is necessary to consider longevity and underlying

population productivity when trying to interpret trends in

monitoring indices or to evaluate the plausibility of life history

information. Through a simple calculation of r, it became obvious

that there was an inconsistency in current understanding of age at

maturity relative to longevity for white sharks in the southwestern

Indian Ocean (Christiansen et al., 2016). Similarly, annual gains

that exceed the reproductive capacity of a population demonstrate

that monitoring is not indexing abundance, but is influenced by

factors such as observation error, spatial redistribution or

movement, and/or changes in catchability or observability (e.g.,

Maunder et al., 2006). In our case study, the maximum rate of

annual increase was only 2.6% if removals were zero when female

white sharks mature in their 30s (Christiansen et al., 2016) and are

as long-lived as currently thought (Natanson and Skomal, 2015).

This annual rate of increase would be lower if productivity in

white shark was density dependent (Walker, 1998). This limited

capacity for increase from recruitment alone argues strongly that

extreme gains in monitoring indices over a short time periods

(DFFE, 2020) arose primarily from other factors for white sharks

in southern Africa. Recovery for such long-lived species would

take decades, rather than being evident after relatively few years.

Second, the impression that low levels of ongoing mortality

have negligible impact on recovery potential should be explicitly

evaluated. Our case study demonstrates that the level of mortality

experienced by white sharks immediately upon protection in
TABLE 2 Continued

Ncrit

Scenario Removals Proportion declining Proportion extinct 10th median 90th

Larger Population 30 0.163 0 610 982 2508

Larger Population 40 0.265 0 814 1309 3345

Larger Population 50 0.365 0 1017 1636 4181

Larger Population 60 0.46 0 1220 1963 5017

Larger Population 70 0.577 0 1424 2290 5853

Larger Population 80 0.661 0 1627 2618 6689

Larger Population 90 0.732 0 1831 2945 7525

Larger Population 100 0.786 0 2034 3272 8362

Smaller Population 0 0.026 0 0 0 0

Smaller Population 1 0.039 0 20 33 84

Smaller Population 10 0.344 0 203 327 836

Smaller Population 20 0.772 0 407 654 1672

Smaller Population 30 0.952 0.001 610 982 2508

Smaller Population 40 0.995 0.026 814 1309 3345

Smaller Population 50 1 0.101 1017 1636 4181

Smaller Population 60 1 0.249 1220 1963 5017

Smaller Population 70 1 0.434 1424 2290 5853

Smaller Population 80 1 0.596 1627 2618 6689

Smaller Population 90 1 0.743 1831 2945 7525

Smaller Population 100 1 0.852 2034 3272 8362
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South Africa could still have caused regional abundance decline,

particularly in specific years. Removals in the range of 20 - 40

animals per year represented a tipping point between abundance

increase and decline in 2 of 4 scenarios. For example, more than

50% of trajectories were predicted to increase when removals were

20 animals per year in the Longer Lifespan and Smaller

Population scenarios, switching to more than 50% of trajectories

predicted to decline when removals were 40 animals per year.

Only the Larger Population scenario and Shorter Lifespan

scenarios could support removals in excess of 40 animals per

year without experiencing decline. It is concerning that levels of
Frontiers in Conservation Science 09
ongoing mortality from the KZNSB program are associated with

no significant change in CPUE of white sharks (Dudley and

Simpfendorfer, 2006; https://www.shark.co.za/Pages/

ReducingCatches) because it implies that ongoing mortality

from the program is sufficient to prevent population growth.

However, this conclusion only holds if the KZNSB data indexes

regional abundance rather than local patterns (Cliff et al., 1989;

Dudley and Simpfendorfer, 2006). Given the dramatic changes

in ecological structure at previous aggregation sites, as well as

the divergent trends in other available monitoring indices

from False Bay and Gansbaai, the development of a regional
FIGURE 1

A comparison of the distribution of annual rates of abundance change from lognormal regression under four levels of removals: 10 (red lines),
30 (green lines), 50 (blue lines) and 100 (purple lines) animals per year in the backwards projections (left panels) and forwards projections (right
panels) of the simulation model for four life history scenarios. The median of each distribution is identified by a vertical line and the dark grey
shading identifies values < 0 (indicative of abundance decline).
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abundance index should be prioritized to better track changes

in status.

Third, while prohibition is a useful first step, it does not

replace the need to quantify other sources of mortality affecting

at-risk shark populations. How abundance may change in future

years critically depends on current population size as well as

future removals. In southern Africa, there remains a diversity of

commercial, subsistence and recreational fisheries in addition to

other threats that may be compounding annual mortality of

white sharks. For commercial fisheries, spatial risk of incidental

capture from offshore and demersal longliners has been

evaluated (e.g., Queiroz et al., 2019; Kock et al., 2022), yet

temporal overlap and bycatch magnitude has not been. In

addition, the spatiotemporal overlap of other large-scale,

small-scale and/or coastal operations remains largely
Frontiers in Conservation Science 10
unknown. For instance, there are numerous types of shark

fisheries within South Africa’s EEZ (DAFF, 2012; da Silva

et al., 2015) as well as off neighbouring countries along the

African coastline (Roux and Shannon, 2004). Compounding any

direct mortality from captures would be indirect mortality

arising from displacement to less optimal areas, prey

limitation, and/or environmental stressors such as pollution

(da Silva et al., 2015; Hammerschlag et al., 2019; Merely et al.,

2019). Finally, the near-disappearance of immature white sharks

from Gansbaai since 2017 has been linked to predation risk from

transient killer whales (Orcinus orca) (Towner et al., 2022),

which raises the possibility that natural mortality rates may

also be increasing. This could easily lead to a scenario where

unmonitored mortality from any one source is relatively low

(e.g. a few animals each year), but collectively high enough to
FIGURE 2

Boxplots representing the ratio of abundance in the terminal year (2017) as compared to predicted abundance in 1991, plotted on a log scale for
each life history scenario and level of removals. The horizontal line represents the median, the box is drawn around the first and third quartile
and the whiskers approximate a 95% confidence interval. Positive values indicate abundance increase, negative values indicate decline, with the
red horizontal line at zero (no change). The median value must be > 0 for 50% of simulations to be increasing from 1991 to 2017.
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constitute an ongoing threat. Improved monitoring is sorely

needed for white shark in South Africa, particularly in light of

other ecological changes that may constitute emerging threats.

In such situations, implementing successful regional monitoring

would be logistically complex as well as dependent on

government initiative, and would need to be backed by strong

stakeholder and industry support (Pfaff et al., 2019).

Lastly, using a simulation model as a mechanism for

hypothesis testing is a useful way to demonstrate the logical

outcome of different states of nature that can then be compared

to existing information. The population trajectories, growth rates,

and probabilities of decline or extinction presented here are not

intended as absolute predictions of the future or past dynamics of

white shark in southern Africa. However, one interesting result is

that the Smaller Population and Shorter Lifespan scenarios

seemed to be largely incompatible with known removals as well

as the trends in the available monitoring data. Even without

accounting for how environmental and demographic stochasticity

puts small populations at greater risk of extinction (Caughley,

1994; Dulvy et al., 2004), the Smaller Population scenario

produced fewer total recruits in a given year than a larger

population, simply because there were fewer females.

Consequently, fewer removals resulted in greater rates of
Frontiers in Conservation Science 11
abundance decline than in other scenarios. Annual population

growth rates became progressively more negative when removals

exceeded 10 individuals per year (Figure 1), suggesting that

abundance would have progressively declined from 1991

onwards to reach ~500 animals by 2017, and would be expected

to continue to decline over the next generation with high

probability. Even though known removals likely ranged from

20-40 animals per year throughout the 1990s and 2000s (Cliff and

Dudley, 2011; Kock et al., 2022), there was no evidence of long-

term abundance decline from the CPUE index derived from the

beach protection program (Dudley and Simpfendorfer, 2006) or

from a comparison of mean catches pre- and post-2007 (https://

www.shark.co.za/Pages/ReducingCatches). Until very recently,

there was little evidence of precipitous decline in the available

monitoring data from Gansbaai and False Bay (Hammerschlag

et al., 2019; Hammerschlag et al., 2022; Johnson and Kock, 2006;

Towner et al., 2016). The simplest explanation for these

discrepancies is that modelled population size was unrealistically

low (Irion et al., 2017) and that white shark are currently more

abundant in South African waters than suggested by Andreotti

et al. (2016). Similarly, the lack of progressive and substantial

increase in the monitoring data when removals are low suggests

that the Shorter Lifespan scenario is unlikely to characterize
FIGURE 3

Predicted median abundance for the four life history scenarios at each level of removals, when abundance was projected one generation (53
years) into the future for white shark in southern Africa (2018-2070). The black line identifies removals of 30 animals per year, which is
approximately the long-term average for mortalities from the KZNSB bather protection program.
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population dynamics. For removals in the vicinity of 20-40

animals per year, a population characterized by the Shorter

Lifespan should have doubled in abundance from 1991 to 2017,

unless unmonitored mortality was very high. The abundance

trajectory was stable in the Shorter Lifespan scenario only when

removals ranged between 70-80 animals per year. These results

highlight the need to refine absolute estimates of population size,

potentially by implementing alternative techniques such as close-

kin mark-recapture (Bravington et al., 2016; Ruzzante et al., 2019).

Specifically for white sharks in southern Africa, continued

conservation concern is likely warranted, given the sensitivity of

the species to low levels of removals. All scenarios indicated that

removals in the 10s of individuals substantially limited the

potential for and magnitude of any abundance increase

following prohibition in 1991. When results were compared

with known average removals from the KZNSB, it seems likely

that the landings prohibition essentially maintained the status

quo rather than provided substantial conservation benefit to

white shark in South Africa. Since the 1990s, the KZNSB

program reduced pelagic shark mortality through a substantial

(~50%) reduction in net length and partial replacement of nets

with drumlines (Dicken et al., 2016; Dicken et al., 2018) while

maintaining the societal and socioeconomic benefits associated

with the program (Cliff and Dudley, 1992; Cliff and Dudley,

2011). However, there has been no significant difference in the

mean annual catch or CPUE of white shark pre-2007 and post-

2007 (https://www.shark.co.za/Pages/ReducingCatches),

suggesting that removals of white shark will continue at similar

levels as long as the program is in operation. Under the most

probable life history scenario (Longer Lifespan), ongoing

mortality of 20 animals per year was associated with 27% of

future trajectories declining, which increased to 45% if removals

were 30 animals per year and to 65% if removals were 40 per year.

To develop more targeted advice for future management of

white sharks in South Africa, it would be necessary to address

remaining sources of uncertainty. Although we were able to

demonstrate that abundance is likely greater than estimated by

Andreotti et al. (2016), future recovery potential depends on

whether current abundance remains larger, and on how much

larger. The Longer Lifespan scenario already assumed that

abundance was greater than the Towner et al. (2013) estimate,

and thus has the potential to overestimate recovery potential

from 2017 onwards. Additionally, a better understanding of

removals has become critical in light of recent ecological changes

and increased Orca predation. Even if average known removals

kept abundance relatively constant from 1991-2017, these new

and potentially substantial threats are associated with

precipitous declines at established aggregation sites from 2017

onward. Tracking changes in status will depend on improved

monitoring at a regional level. In particular, monitoring that

expands coverage into the Eastern Cape given the potential for

redistribution. However, unless we make the assumption that

exclusion from previous habitat plus additional predation does
Frontiers in Conservation Science 12
not lead to additional mortality, these threats will compound

with known removals. Even if all known removals were halted

immediately, appreciable abundance increase would still take

decades to manifest given the most probable life history

characteristics of white sharks in southern Africa. To be

precautionary until abundance and population trajectory are

known with greater certainty, managers should consider that: (1)

substantial increases in abundance following prohibition were

very unlikely, (2) on-going removals limit productivity and are

likely high enough to be causing abundance decline, particularly

if recent estimates of population size are accurate, and (3) this

makes current levels of removals concerning when considered

within the context of other ecological changes in South Africa.

Globally, extinction risk for sharks and rays remains high

(Dulvy et al., 2021) and there is a pressing need to develop new

methods that can be applied to existing data to promote

conservation for numerous populations (Jorgensen et al.,

2022). Relatively simple simulation models can provide a

mechanism to explore the biological implications of different

life history assumptions, assess the consistency of different

types of data (e.g. longevity and trends), determine the

potential for population increase following protection, and

evaluate relative risks associated with various levels of

threats. Ultimately this case study demonstrates that effective

conservation remains a challenge for white sharks in South

Africa, one that may require additional measures to ensure

functional protection.
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